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I. INTRODUCTION

Historical forces are changing the ways in which nations order their domestic affairs and
resolve international issues. The balance of power, which has long served as the framework
for world affairs, is gradually being replaced by a balance between economic corr.petition and
economic interdependence. At the same time, skill in using technology is replacing natural
resources and location as the principal source of wealth. The way each nation addresses this
challenge will determine its place in the emerging world order.

The challenges to Pakistan's traditional policies are many, but so, too, are the options
available. A long tradition of building a scientific and technical infrastructure has created a
cadre of talented individuals that would be the envj of any developing nation. The challenge
for Pakistan now is to manag~ its national technology enterprise in a way that gives these
individuals the incentive to use technology for improved production and thus increased
competitiveness in national and international markets.

Success here will require change--to continue the old ways is to prolong the old results.
Pakistan stands at a crossroads in its approach to economic development and nation building.
During the mid-l990s, Pakistan has an opportunity to adopt and implement plans for economic
development that will position the nation for its role in the world economy of the twenty-first
century.

This report on fostering a research-agribusiness partnership builds upon the National
Technology Policy and Technology Development Action Plan of November 1993 to, first,
recommend a foundation and framework for effective leadership by government
administrators, research managers, and agribusiness leaders; and, second, recommend specific
actions these leaders can take to strengthen the linkages between research and agribusiness.
There are two ultimate goals for these linkages:

• That the needs of agribusiness will animate and inform research and teaching.

• Tnat timely research results and appropriately trained personnel will improve the
competitiveness of Pakistani agribusiness.

The report is organized as follows:

Section II.
Section ID.
Section IV.
Section V.
Section VI.

PRINCIPAL THEMES
A FRAMEWORK FOR ACTION
SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ACTION
PRIORITIES AND TIMELINES
CONCLUDING THOUGHTS

Because of the impcrtance of two areas for technology transfer, an appendix on each is
included:

Appendix A: Applied Research: A Technology Transfer Partnership Between Research
and Agribusiness

Appendix B: Intellectual Property Rights
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D. PRINCIPAL mEMFS

The recommendations of this report reflect three principal themes.

Market-Driven Incentives. It has become clear that a market system is the most
effective way to organize economic activity. But research and development is a special kind
of economic activity. To stimulate economic development through research, the market must
reward, not deter, innovation by offering the successful entrepreneur a reasonable prospect of
return on investment. This, in tum, requires effective laws that protect an inventor's right to
his invention. Such protection facilitates the transfer of technology between research and
busmess, as well as among countries.

Comnmnication. There must be continuous and effective communication among the
principal 2.gribusiness institutions: businesses that use technology, including large,
multinational corporations and small entrepreneurial companies; universities and research
institutes, which provide both technology and trained manpower; and government, which
represents the public interest and sets the policies that shape economic development.

The Role of Govelnment. Private business, not government, i~ the principal agent of
economic growth through technology. Nevertheless, the policy environment created by the
government strongly influences the effectiveness of the private sector. Indeed, every element
shown by experience to be essential for the success of technology-driven entrepreneurship (as
enumerated in the next section) is shaped by government policy.

ID. A FRAMEWORK FOR ACTION

The experience of many nations, both developing and industrialized, suggests that five
key elements are essential to any nation's use of technology for economic development:

1. Source of Technology. Successful innovation requires a state-of-the-art
technology base in university/government laboratories. This, in tum, provides a
cadre of technically competent people who may become inventors or skilled
adopters of technology developed elsewhere.

2. Attitudes About Innovation. The personal attributes of successful innovators
include a reasoned dissatisfaction with the status quo, an inclination toward
continuous experimentation and learning, a market orientation, and an ability to
thrive on rapid change. The national policy environment should nurture these
attitudes.

3. Support for Entrepreneurs. Large companies sometimes provide such support
internally, but small and start-up companies require external support systems.
These include technical assistance, business management training, and
incubation services. Also essential is a skilled and diverse work force of
supporting technicians.
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4. Capital. Access to venture capital is essential. This is particularly true for
first-stage venture financing, also termed "seed capital."

5. Markets That Reward Innovation. The market system must reward
innovation and allow innovators to reap the fruits of their efforts. By doing so,
it communicates to the research community the priorities of the particular
business and of the economy in general. All this requires adequate and
enforceable protection of intellectual property rights.

All of these elements of success are necessary; to the extent that anyone is weak, the
likelihood of success diminishes. A matrix on the following page presents the specific actions
that can be taken within each element to strengthen technology transfer in Pakistan, arranged
according to the responsible institution: government, universities and research institutes, or
agribusiness. This matrix is intended as a management tool--a snapshot of the options
available. Arranging the specific actions in this matrix provides several benefits:

• The interdependencies among the actions can be recognized and communications
strengthened.

• Priorities can be set, thus making more effective use of the available resources.

• Gaps and omissions can be recognized before they lead to diminished effectiveness.

• Progress can be monitored and lessons learned.

The specific actions shown on the matrix are described in detail in the next section.

IV. SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ACTION

Specific actions, begun now, can improve the productive interplay between research and
agribusiness in Pakistan. Viewed collectively, as in the matrix, these actions form a vision for
change. Clearly, the matrix is not intended as a rigid set of prescriptions, but as a framework
for discussion and for tlte development of appropriate policies. Our first recommendation,
therefore, is that this matrix be adopted, not only as a planning tool, but more importantly as a
means to communicate the vision for change. But for this vision to be effective, it must be
widely shared and durable over time, and this in turn requires communication and leadership.
To this end, three overall actions are recommended to provide a sound basis for the action
plan.

Assign a Lead Agency to Develop the Vision for Change. The government should
assign a lead agency to nurture and (ievelop the vision represented by the matrix, aldlough not
to impose the government perspective on the other participants. This lead institution would
work cooperatively and communicate widely, recognizing that effective action will spring from
the independent, entrepreneurial actions of individuals beyond its control. It would follow up
on the specific actions described herein, learn from both mistakes and successes, share the
results widely within Pakistan, and constantly develop new actions to encourage research
agribusiness linkages.
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Matrix for Successful Technology Transfer

I ELEMENT II A.GOVERNMENT B. UNIVERSITIES AND RESEARCH INSTITUTES C. AGRIBUSINESS
"

(1) Develop a Diverse and Capable Research
Base

(1) Reward Scientists for Performance
Attract and Retain

1. SOURCE OF (2) Identify Promising Opportunities Through Skilled Technical
TECHNOLOGY Annual Study Tours

(2) Develop More Effective Curricula
Manpower

(3) Hold Special Conferences on Change in
Agribusiness

(1) Establish Technology Transfer Offices in
Universities and Research Institutes (I) Provide Internships

for Students
2. ATIITUDES (2) Encourage Scientists to Start New Businesses

ABOUT Attract Skilled Emigres Back to Pakistan (2) Sponsor Annual
INNOVATION (3) Encourage Joint Ventures with Foreign Awards

Technology Companies

(4) Encourage Close Liaisons with Agribusiness

(1) Organize International Matches Between
3. SUPPORT (1) Form a Technology Transfer Company Institutions with Similar Technology Transfer

FOR Interests
ENTERPRISE (2) Improve Extension Services

(2) Improve Scientific Communications

4. CAPITAL Stimulate Early-Stage Venture Financing

(1) Provide Market-Driven Opportunities

5. MARKETS
(2) Maximize Return from Research Seek Contracts with

THAT REWARD Researchers on Specific
INNOVATION

(3) Provide Adequate Protection for Problems

Intellectual Property
; I



Identify a Champion for Technology Transfer. Success with this action plan depends
on individuals and organizations interacting in new ways. Institutional changes will be
necessary. Accomplishing these changes will require high-level leadership from a champion
for research-agribusiness linkages who shares the vision of the Secretary of Agriculture in this
area, and is able to oversee and integrate a series of actions that will bring new technology to
agribusiness in Pakistan. This leader would come to the position with an established stature in
the scientific and business communities. He and a small staff located in the PARe
Agribusiness Unit would report directly to the Secretary of Agriculture. He would motivate
leaders in research, agribusiness, and government to implement the recommendations in this
report, and would faciEtate communication among leaders in these groups until they had other
adequate channels. His leadership and access to the Secretary could overcome the many
obstacles involved in the serious reorganization of a sector.

Establish a Program of Applied Research Grants. A principal vehicle for initiating the
proposed technology transfer partnership is a program of applied research grants with the
following features:

• A committee of businessmen, researchers, and government leaders in agriculture,
who together select for supoort those research projects with the greatest promise for
solving the significant scientific and technological problems of Pakistani agribusiness.

• Rigorous peer review, beginning with selection of an objective, experienced panel, to
ensure that the program is truly competitive and thus able to have the maximum
impact.

• Operation at a provincial level to encourage the active participation of local
businessmen, farmers, and farm organizations, and a focus on local agricultural
problems.

• Funding support for the program from the central government, with matching funds
from provincial budgets for agricultural research, evolving to include funding from
other sources, including the private sector.

• Management of the rerearch projects using a systems approach to ensure that the
program operates efficiently and effectively.

• Incentives for researchers aligned with those for businessmen to encourage continued
cooperation for success.

Appendix A provides a detailed description of such a program. This program would have
several benefits for technology transfer:

• It works to ensure an industrially relevant research establishment by supporting
research as it moves along the path to commercialization;

• It enhances thelocal skill base for recognizing and accepting relevant research from
abroad by reinforcing local experts as receptors of technology, and by minimizing
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the problems in technology transfer created by skill differen,;es between senders and
receivers.

• It retains research strength in the universiti~s and research institutes, and serv,es
communities and their provincial economies.

• It opens new possibilities for technology transfer internationally, along with an
expanded export base.

Several other vehicles are useful for fostering technology transfer. These are presented in
the following subsections as specific actions for government, technology centers, and
agribusiness. The alphanumeric designators introducing the actions correspond to the cells in
the technology transfer matrix. We believe all these actions should be started now. Some will
yield results in the short term, while others are structural in nature and likely to have long
term impact.

A. Actions for Government

A.l-(l) Develop a Diverse and Capable Research Base. Because solutions to agricultural
problems are multifaceted and the needs of agribusint'.ss are interdisciplinary, government
needs to support a diverse and capable research establishment. Rewards such as the sharing of
royalties (e.g., one-third to the research institution, one-third to the department, and one-third
to the scientists) would encourage research directed toward the needs of agribusiness.

A.l-(2) Identify Promising Opportunities Through Annual Study Tours. Because
agriculture is not vertically integrated, private companies do not have a good overview of
activities that begin with seed selection and end with a final product. Government can assist
in the evaluation of opportunities outside current niches by organizing study tours for
agribusiness and research leaders with demonstrated ability and interest in technology transfer.
The tours could be domestic or international; take about 10 days each; ann be organized to
demonstrate "best practices," current techniques, and emerging technologies. Participants on
tours should represent different commodities to offer a broad look at how related problems are
addressed and at opportunities beyond current specific niches.

A.l-(3) Hold Special Conferences on Change in Agribusiness. Pakistan, like other
countries, can adapt to the challenges of the emerging competitive international environment.
Technology offers opportunities to ensure sustainability in agriculture and improve productivity
for all the steps toward the [mal product. The government can promote leadership by
convening national conferences annually to discuss these issues, as well as ways of facilitating
effective communication &.ffiong businessmen, researchers, farmers, and teachers. The
conferences would begin with an opening address by hie Prime Minister or Minister of
Agriculture to challenge technology centers and agribusiness to lead Pakistan toward increased
productivity. A portion of each conference would provide for commodity-specific groups to
discuss issues specific to their sectors. The general theme would be the new economic and
technological circumstances and how to change to meet new challenges.
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A.2 Attract Skilled Emigr~ Back to Pakistan. The government can offer financial
incentives to lure a few of the many well-trained and highly skilled Pakistani researchers,
educators, and businessmen living abroad back to key positions of leadership in the initiative
for technology transfer. Their experience and talents will enhance Pakistani agribusiness,
research, and education. One incentive for their return could be to create a first-class pre
college elementary and secondary school system for the community surrounding a large
industrial/research park that would provide excellent education for their children. Another
approach would be to invite them back to Pakistan for a contract period of perhaps two years-
in the hope that some would remain beyond that time. This latter approach worked well for
the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology.

A.3-(l) Form a Technology Transfer Company. In order tor research to better respond to
the needs of the agribusiness marketplace, the government might consider forming a
technology transfer company similar to FIST S.A., a French technology transfer company
headquartere.d in Paris. The company would seek out promising research projects already
under way in universities and other research institutions, and attempt to find appropriate
agribusiness partners to commercialize the results of the research. It might also find foreign
business partners to commercialize research fmdings.

For the technology transfer company to be most effective, it wouid operate independently
of the government. Start-up capital might be provided by the government, while operational
funds would be raised from fees, commissions, and royalties charged to the clients--who
would be the agribusinesses and research institutions. The shareholders of the company would
include government scientific and technology organizations. A search would be conducted for
an entrepreneurial chief executive officer (CEO) who would be willing to work in a high
reward, high-risk environment. The CEO would also be a shareholder, except that his shares,
based on know-how rather than cash, would be subject to forfeiture over the frrst several
years. The CEO's CAlmpensation would be based partly on salary and partly on performance
based bonuses, and the position would carry responsibility for hiring a small staff of
professionals with expertise in technology transfer and knowledge of agricultural-related
technologies and markets.

The start-up capital, provided in return for equity in the technology trcUlsfer company,
would be sufficient to fund all the fixed expenses of the company during its frrst year, 70
percent of its fixed expenses during its second year, and 35 percent of fIxed expenses during
its third year. After three years, the company would have to be self-sufficient. If the
company were not able to generate sufficient business by the end of three years, it would be
liquidated. However, if the company were successful, it would playa major role in promoting
and expediting technology transfer. It is anticipated that the staff of the company would
consist of only six professionals and two support personnel by the end of the frrst year, which
would be sufficient until the company had achieved a profitable status.

It is further anticipated that the technology transfer company would follow a technology it
had transferred from a research institution to an agribusiness, such that at the appropriate time
it could act as the extension agent of the business. In this way, the company would
complement government. extension programs.
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.\.3-(2) Improve Extension Services. While this report does not focus on extens~on,. some
prevIous reports have noted wzaknesses in current extension progra.rns. There should be a
high~levelreview of the effectiveness of these programs.. Based on this review, reJorms
should be a high priority to ensure that extension can facilitate, not limit, agncultulr,d
technology transfer. Extension agents need adequate training, adequate pay, and responsibiHliY
as members of the technology transfer team from the outset.

Reformed extension programs would not attempt to duplicate eXle.nsion activities currently
undertaken by private companies, such as suppliers of seed and other agricultural inputs.
Some agricul~ura1 countries have successfully experimented with extension services operated
totally by the private sector. An effective mechanism is to provide financial support for
programs in other areas and allow the private sector to deliver the services. Others have
successfully integrated priva.te initiatives into their own agricultural extension progr:ams, Jind
achieved both lowered cost and increased effectiveness. In some cases, thepnvate sector is
providing fun extension services and financing lhem with a fee for service. This cc>uld be a
good medium- to long-term goal for Pakistan. We recommend starting the process with a
single commodity for which extension is important. to the farmer. Reforms in other
commodity areas should follow quickly and be modified for maximum effectivenes,$ based on
this initial experience.

A.4 Stimulate Ea.rly-Stage Venture Ymancing. The early stages of financing new venture~;

J.re the most important and the most risky. The government could stimulate early-!~tage

venture financing in two ways. First,it could provide equity capital, which could be i.n the
form of convertible debt. The government would provide small, interest-deferred, start-up
loans, which would convert to equity when entrepreneurs obtained additional equity capita)
from the private sector. Second, the government could provide debt capital to companies
already capitalized but still in their infancy. The government would offer low-interest loans
large enough to be of meaningful assistance, but small enough so that other venture capital
would be required. An early-stage company would not receive such a loan without evidence
of substantial cofinancing from the private sector. In this way~. government expenditures
would be made more productive.

A.5-(l) Provide Mark.et-Driven Opportunities. For agribusiness to advance
technologically t government must establish open, competitive markets. Such markets provide
information on opportunities for investment in agricultural technologies; tbey include not only
conventional markets for agricultural inputs and outputs, but also markets: for inventions and
discoveries. For these markets to operate correctly, developers of new tecbno)ogiesl must be
protected by intellectual property rights (see recommendation A.5-(3».

A.5-(2) Maximize Return from Research. As the primary runder of science, the
government must use its resources to support only science of the highest ,quality. 1bis
requires rigorous peer review in the selection and evaluation of funded research. Evaluation
of results from previous research projects must be included as a. key predictor of success Wbe!D

future proposals are submitted. Lack of a full and thorough research study from a previoUlsl)1
funded project would indicate that a new proposal should be given a low priority.

Getting the best return on research investments also requires that support be focused on
projects. with potentia] for increasing agricultural productivity. The m~iority of res~~ch



funding (about 80 percent) should be allocated to projects that address specific problems in
agriculture and agribusiness. The remaining 20 percent of funding should be allocated to
investigator-initiated projects. The increased competition among these proposals would, over
time, generate a strong competition and reduce the chance of funding less productive lines of
study. The applied research program mentioned earlier and described in detail in Appendix A
would be the focal point of research directed toward technology transfer.

Researchers must be rewarded for producing useful applications for industry, and for
attracting matching funds from industry. These rewards will motivate other researchers,
Within 5 years, universities and research institutes should be required to derive part of their
support from private business. This will give them an incentive to develop programs attractive
to agribusiness and to market these programs aggressively.

With significant research funding being allocated in the provinces, it wiu be necessary to
undertake similar rigorous management of these programs. A competitive federal reseaJ'ch
program provides an excellent model for such efforts.

Annual reviews on the quality and direction of the research program should be used to
establish priorities for succeeding years, to recognize important new opportunities, and to
redirect resources from ar~ that are no longer productive. 1lt~ special agribusiness
conferences discussed under recommendation A.l-(3) may be a gooo opportunity for beginning
the process of establishing research priorities.

A.5-(3) Provide Adequate Protection for Intellectual Property. Only the federal
government can provide the legislative and legal basis for adequately protecting the rights of
innovators and entrepr~neurs, particularly the means for effective enforcement of these rights.
New technology is at the heart of Pakistan's future economic growth, and it is only when an
investment in new technology can be protected against misappropriation by others that business
will be willing to invest the money needed to introduce such technology. The most effective
shield against misappropriation of new technology is a strong and vibrant patent and copyright
system and the legal recognition of trade secrets as a proteetable form of property. This topic
is covered more fully in Appendix B of this report.

B. Actions for Universities and Research Institutes

B.l-(l) Reward Scientists for Perfonnanee. Career enhancement-recognition, reward, and
promotior.--must be based on scientific a""complishment, which is reviewed regularly. Strong,
productive research can develop when excellence is rewarded; when length of service is
rewarded, the less productive stay on, and productivity stagnates.

B.l-(2) Develop More Effective Curricula. A fundamental requirement for the absorption
of new technology is education and training of scientific and technological personnel:

• Universities and technical institutes that combine academic training with experience
in private business are able to prepare students for positions in industry as well as
research. This broader progrdlll enriches the educational experience for students,
provides cost-effective assistance to business, and opens a channel for communication
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between business and research. In the medium term, experience in industry shou'ld
become a compulsory part of a degree in agriculture.

• Academic courses in the basic scienees should be complemented with courses in
technology management. This will prepare students to meet the joint challenge of
performing strong science and adapting technologies to solve industrial problems or
create new products. In the short term, a diversified curriculum should be offered.
In the medium term, each student should be required to select a balanced set of
courses.

• Traditionally, university instructi,on has been grouped into disciplines for teaching
and research. However) the research of greatest value ~o business is
interdisciplinary, and the most valued researchers are the synthesizers who can
integrate several technologif'~ into one technical solution. Just as the govemment
must emphasilf' interdisc..plinary research in its funding (see recommendation.
A.l-(l», so must univetsities adapt curricula to teach interdisciplinary skins.

B.2-(1) Establish TP.Chnology Transf~r Offices in Universities and Research Institutes.
An official should be designated as responsible ~or technology transfer matters at universities
and research institutes involved in technology transfer. That person would serve as the
window for agribusiness to learn about the institution :..nd its capabilities. It would be useful
for that office to maintain a data base on the expertise of researchers, research programs,
patents, major research awards, invention disclosures, agribusiness needs, and agribusiness
products and services.

B.2-(2) Encourage Scientists to Start New BUSin5es. Partnerships between researchers
and agribusiness could be expanded into new forms of joint venture research, strategic
al1iances~ common bench work, personnel secondment arrangements, and joint ventures. If
businesses are not ~terested in these opportunities, it may be necessary for researchers to start
new ~usinesses. First they should have an opportunity to become familiar with the business
aspects of technology transfer. Then when they recognize the potential for new products and
processes made possible by technologies emerging in their areas of expertise, they :may be
encouraged to commercialize promising technologies. Caution is advised here to avoid
excessive failures. To encourage such entrepreneurship, wUversities and research institutes
should consider the following policies:

• Penr~" .. scientist to take a leave of absence for up to 2 years to start a business
based on a new technology.

• Provide seminars in entrepreneurship to interested employees. These would include
discussions with those who have successfully started new businesses, as well as with
some who have failed.

• Establish a few business incubators adjacent to agricultural universities or research
institutes. This was also a recommendation of the National Technology Policy and
Technology Development Plan of 1993. The established institutions would provide
the support needed by new entrepreneurs, who are often ~killed in technology, but
not in the business aspects of developing it to a commercially viable product.
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Incubators near universities or research institutes would ~lso provide a po~itive

scientific environment, including library facilities, computing facilities, Clnd a
concentration of highly trained scientists and engineers_ These would represent a
middle ground between the research establishment and conventional industry, and
furnish a unique, supportive environment for applied research, new businesses: in
advance(} technology. and branch research facilities for major injustry and ligl,t
production of goods.

B.2-(3) Encourage Jnint Ventures with Foreign TeclJnology C.>mpanies. GJnsideration
should be given to attracting state-of-the-art agritech joint ventures in Pakistan with foreign
technology-nriented companies in order to increase the e1tposure of Pakistani scientists and
engineers to the interface of management and technology in Z'l entrepreneurial setting.

B.2-(4) Encourage Close Liaisons with Agrib1JSinpss. Researc!lers should be encouraged to
maintain close liaisons with agribusiness so they will remain aware of the latter's ne~cs and
problems. To this end, the following specific actions should be taken-

• Align tenure and promotion policies to reward the successful transfer of technology
to businesses. For example, successful technology transfer might advance a
promotion ':>y as much as 5 years.

• Exchange assignments so that researchers from universities and research in:stitutes
work for a period in industry on a specific problem or product, ane technical persons
from industry spend a similar time w('rking in a university or research institute.
This can be initiated Oil an experimental basis until qualified people become
available.

• Provide financial award~ to scientists who win competitive research contracts from
agribusiness and successfully transfer a promising technology.

• Assign more of the discretionary resources, such as laboratory equipment and
research assistants, to productive resea~-,;hers, including those who are successful in
establishing uew technologies in business.

• Provide travel expenses to conferences where researchers can market their
capabilities in new technologies.

8.3-(1) Organize International Matches Between Institutions with Similar Techl1otogy
Transfer Interests. International matches could be between faculties, research parks,
institutions, government agencies, or cities, and would provide mutual support Lmbges to
international progra.rns such as TOKTEN :Tr3nsfcr of Knowledge Through Expatriate
Nationals) in the United N&tions Devel.o~IT'ent Prcgram would be useful as well.

B.3-(2) Improve Scientiire C9DlDlUnications. Scientists need to be linked to sciemific
information and to other scientists through international databases and library collections.
While PARC has begun-the process of providing access to Internet at several researcb
locations, this initiative will necl continued support. Opportunities to work with professional



pcei~ on sabbaticals and at conferences are important inve-.....Lmentsin developing science's
human capital.

C. Actions for Business

C.I Attract and Retain Skilled Technical Manpower. To compete successfully in domestic
and intemational markets, agribus~ness must attract talented people and retain the best of them
by providing challenges, profes!ional growth, and apprcpriate financial rew~rds. Once
technology transfer is under way, agribusinesses in Pakistan \\!ill presumab~yrecogniz~ the
value to their companies of well-trained scientists who have insight into new products and
processes, and can implement appropr.ate technologies from home and abroad. In"ustry wiJ1
then benefit from its efforts to recruit and retain highly qualified staff. 'Tms activo win be
effective in the medium to long term.

C.2-(l) Provide Internships for Students. Agribusiness compankli, particularly large ones,
should provide internships for a summer or an academic semester for students selected throug~1

competitive review from universities and technical schools. This should be done immediately
and can yield re;;ults wiL~in a few years.

Internships assist businesses by provid!ng cost-effect~ve labor and technical skills in
selected disciplines. At the same time, they provide experience for students in the needs and
motivations of agribusiness. and in the application of university learning to produce improved
products. Leaders in the research community will need to coordinate the selection and
oversight of students to ensure that the needs of 'lusiness are well served. Students should be
well qualified for the selected tasks in agribusiness. Their work should be monitored 3Jld
assisted by a seniC'f scientist in the research institution to ensure that they deliver above and
beyond the expectations of the business. This is particularly important in the early stages of
establishing the program and developing a demand fOf such services by a broad-based group of
industries.

C.2-(2) Sponsor Annual Awards. The larger companies could sponsor awards, given in the
company's own name, for the most hel?fui research and development project of the past year.
To ensure that both the science and the application are of high quality, the competition could
be judged by both scientists and the company. The amount of the award need not be large.
More important is the recognition and the incentive for academic researchers to align their
work toward applications in industry. Th:C' action can be effective in the short term.

C.S Seek Contracts with Researchers on Specific Problems. Agribusinesses can identijy
the most promising researchers in Pakistan in areas important to their own companies. By
communicating over time on the problems and needs of a business, they can identify a specific
problem or challenge in which one of those researchers can, for a modest contract, provide a
solution that generates profits beyond the cost.

v. PRIORITIES A..~ TIl\tIELINES

xx
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VI. CONCLUDING mOUGHTS

It has been well documented that the elements of success outlined in Section III must be
strong fo. technology to drive productivity in agriculture. There is no unique formula for
accomplishi...g these elements. Rather, success will require continuous experimentation and
learning, augmented by effective partnerships between the research and business communities.

Government is the important catalyst for that partnership, but insofar as possible should
resist the temptation to become a participant. If it must participate to initiate action, it must
also withdraw as soon as possible, allowing business to make the business decisions and to
function effectively. The correct macroeconomic and sectoral policy environment will open
markets to competition, provide capital for entrepreneurs, and create a culture for
experimentation and risk taking.

The recommendations presented in this report can effectively move Pakistan toward a
policy environment. Progress should be evaluated regularly to provide a guide for future
steps. More important than any sir.gle recommendation is a willingness by all parties-
government) universities and research institutes, and agribusiness--to experiment and evaluate
regularly in order to learn how technology transfer works bert in Pakistan.

The vision can then be achieved: linkages accomplished between and among universities,
research institutes, cooperative extens~on programs, and private and public technology transfer
organizations; enhanced agriculture and agribusiness; and new opportunities in the global
agribusiness markets at the tum of the century.
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Appendix f\

A MODEL FOR TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER IN PAKISTAN

A.I INT;~ ':JDUCTION

Te-ehnology is transforming agriculture worldwide. With new and better technologies
being ado;>ted, agricultural systems are becoming more efficient and more competitive. As
world trade agreements go into effect over the next decade, the competitiveness of
agricultural countries in world markets will depend increasingly on the quality and
effectiveness of their research systems and their ability to translate better technologies into
practice.

Pakistan has a long tradition of building its scientific and technical infrastructure and
has created a cadre of talented, well-trained scienti~ts capable of developing solutions to the
important technical problems of agriculture. Currently, the research being undertaken is
funded largely by government, is conducted in universities and research institutes, and is
frequently less applied in orientation. The challenge for Pakistan now is to manage its
national technology enterprise in a way that gives scientists an incentive to use technologies
available from all sources to increase the economic productivity of agriculture.

Efficient technology transfer requires more than a strong research capability; it also
requires a strong linkage between business and technology centers. Only thus can
technologies from national and international centers be fully exploited for Pakistani business
and farming. These technologies are vital for creating a more profitable, more reliable, and
more durable agribusiness l sector that is better equipped to compete in domestic and
international markets. Clearly, these technologies and their effective transfer are critical to
the future development of Pakistani agriculture.

This appendix addresses the current isolation of Pakistani agribusiness from the
nation's technology centers (universities and research institutes), and describes an opportunity
to develop a partnership between the two groups. The effort described here is part of the
broader strategic plan presented in this document, but is discussed separately because, as a
program, it can stand alone, it has been identified as apriority, it is likely to be highly
successful, and it provides an excellent starting point.

The principal vehicle for the partnership is a program of grants for applied research
to develop needed agricultural technologies. This program provides a way to direct some
funding toward priority agricultural needs, while also developing an essential linkage between
agribusiness and technology centers. This linkage and the joint decision making of
researchers and businessmen can initiate an important process of working together to open
new opportunities for agriculture in Pakistan.

IThe term agribusiness as used here includes farmers. who are, in fact, a large part of the sector. It is
anticipated that businessmen and farmers will work: together for technology transfer.
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The remainder of this appendix addresses the following topics:

• The attributes of successful technology transfer

• The opportunity to build a strong linkage between technology centers and
agribusiness

• The design of a research-agribusiness partnership

• The benefits of such a partnership

The goal of this appendix is to convince the leadership of Pakistan of the need and
value of extending the substantial agricultural research establishment to include a strong
technology transfer capability so the country can fully benefit from its investment in
agriculture.

A.n TIlE A1TRIBUTFS OF SUCCESSFUL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

To fully exploit future agricultural opportunities and technologies, it is critical to
begin with a national vision for agriculture, and then develop a national strategy that can
achieve this vision. Agricultural research and its transfer to farmers is one of the important
components of a national agricultural strategy.2 The key elements of an effective program
of technology transfer include the following:

• Users of the technologies being developed--agribusiness, including progressive
farmers--need to be actively involved in decisions on funding research projects.

• Selection of research proposals for funding should be on a provincial basis so
projects can be responsive to local needs, and business can support local research.

• Incentives for researchers should be aligned with incentives for users so the two
groups will cooperate to produce the most useful applications.

A.ID THE OPPORTUNITY TO BUilD A STRONG LINKAGE BETWEEN
TECHNOWGY CENTERS AND AGRIBUSINESS

The three major players involved in agriculture and related policy, research, and
business are (1) the government (through its ~1inistry of Agriculture, Food, and Fisheries);
(2) the research community (mainly publicly funded); and (3) agribusiness, including
r mners. Each of these groups can be viewed as a stakeholder in the success of the system.
As shown in the chart on the next page, there are interactions between government and
agribusiness and between government and research. The opportunity addressed here lies in

2Jt is also necessary to lulve effective, innovative farm management, extension services, private sector
businesses, and government policies, each serving the needs of agriculture.



the linkage between agribusiness and research. \s,.hich is so essential fOJ technology transfer.
To develop this linkage and exploit teehnologie.~ with mJ~J")rw.nt pott'~;tial f0f ·~ricul'ure. a
program of partnership between agribusiness ar~d :,r:::~;;:.-to ;S pl {;~.... ~1.

AGRIU l' '.. 'f ',j ~i:.;: ,
,.

FAF:"~ .'. ':;'

profitabil'
id~as
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creation of )
technology opportunitiesl

transfer problems lor
research

GOVERNMENT +~-----+~ RESEARCH
(publicly funded)

A.IV THE DESIGN OF A RESEARCH-AGRIBUSINESS PARTNERSHIP

The central focus of the proposed partnership is a program of grants for applied
research. This program incorporates the key elements for effective te.;hnology transfer cited
above, as well as some additional elements important for a research grants program:}

• A committee of businessmen, researchers, and government leaders in
agriculture, who together select for support those research projects with the
greatest promise for solving the s~gnificant scientific and technological
problems of Pakistani agribusiness.

• Rigorous peer review, beginning with selection of an objective, experienced
panel, to ensure that the program is truly competitive and thus able to have the
maximum impact.

• Operation at a provincial level to encourage the active participation of local
businessmen, f&~ers, and farm organizations, and a focus on local
agricultural problems.

• Funding support for the program from the central government, with matching
funds from provincial budgets for agricultural research, evolving to include
funding from other sources, including the private sector.

• Management of the research projects using a systems approach to ensure that
the program operates efficiently and effectively.

3 Success of the applied research program may ultimately require an underlying infrastruc:ture of progressive
intellectual property and tax laws as discussed in the report (section A.5-(3», and in Appendix B.
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• Incentives for researchers aligned with those for businessmen to encoura.ge
cA'~~5nt'ed cooperation for success.

These elements of the proposed program are discussed in tum below.

Participation of Agribusiness, Research and Technology Centers, and
Government. Businessmen and progressive farmers would participate with scientists and
government leaders on an Applied Research Committee that would define research priorities
and select proposals for funding. This cooperative approach and leadership couid effectively
focus the program on projects that will contribute significantly to agricultural production. At
the same time, the participation of research and government scientists could ensure that the
projects selected are scientifically feasible. Cooperation between agribusiness and research
could also evolve at the level of proposal preparation--businessmen could challenge their
scientific colleagues to use their research skills to answer questions of major importance to
agriculture, or they could work together with the scientists to develop proposals involving
good science and addressing relevant problems. These leads would be valuable for
researchers needing guidance on how to use their skills and experience to compete favorably
in the program. Examples of potential applied research projects are new seed varieties,
improved breeding stock, improved agronomic practices, new farm equipment such as cotton
harvesters, and development of new and improved textiles.

Peer Review of Projects. Selection of research projects by the AppUed Research
Committee would involve consideration of written peer reviews on the feasibility of the
science, as well as the importance and applicability of the research problem. Peer review of
grant proposals and previous accomplishments is the most effective mechanism for ensuring
that research funds are invested in effective research, and that judgments made in allocating
funds are equitable and discerning. Careful attention to the objectivity, quality, and breadth
of expertise among the Applied Research Committee and its reviewers is necessary to ensure
sound decisions. Participation by at least one international scientist with expertise in the peer
review process would be valuable in the beginning stages of this program.

Program Serving Provincial Needs. The program would operate at the provincial
level to best serve provincial needs in agricultural science and technology, and attract the
attention of local agribusiness leaders regarding the potential benefits for their region. The
program would begin one province at a time over the next two years, with provinces
competing for position according to the extent of their local matching funds. Participation on
the committee by scientists from the federal government would ensure the application of
competitive standards in selecting among provinces and supporting quality science with useful
applications.

Sources of Funding. Technology develcpment and transfer requires substantial
funding and is risky, since many good ideas tum out to be impractical or uneconomical. It is
therefore necessary to cultivate a variety of funding sources, which together can provide the
required levels of funds in a sustainable program to support field trials, product scale..up, or
other aspects of technology development. The amount of funds should be adequate to
support the types of activity that can generate relatively short-tenn results, and can thereby
demonstrate the validity of the approach and the opportunity it presents for the private sector
to invest directly in this type of technology research and development (R&D). It is also
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important that the partners--government t scientists, and progressive businessmen and farmers
-recognize their common financial interest in the success of the partnership. Funding sources
that can be tapped to create a technology R&D funding pool include the following:

• Redeployment of a percentage of the current research budget

• National government funds--a national levy for this type 0: R&D

• A levt on agribusinesses (especially international firms operating in Pakistan)
to support R&D

• Provincial government fundsS

• Local municipality funds6

• Expatriate Pakistani businessmen looking for venture capital opportunities

The amount and mix of funding from these various sources will, of course, depend on the
political realities of the current and local situation in agriculture and the economy.
The program could be phased in gradually, perhaps with a total (central and provincial funds)
of 15, 25, and 30 percent of the research budget for each provinre for the first three years,
respectively, before reaching the target of 40 percent in the fourth year. As the private
sector became more confident about the benefits accruing to them from the funding, they
would increasingly be encouraged to "buy in" to the fund, contract directly with institutes
and individuals for specific technology development work, or establish their own in-house
R&D capacity.

Management of Research Grants. It is intended that the program would fund
applied R&D projects, rather than basic research. This will enable both researchers and
businessmen to define specific R&D objectives for products to meet the needs of the

4An analogous approach was used in Peru in 1914 to create incentives for industrial support of R&D. Th.e
General Law of Industries provided for the establishment of the Institute of Technological Research and
Standards (ITlNTEC), and required all industrial enterprises to invest 2 percent of their net income before taxes
in technological R&D projects approved by the new institute. R&D could be done within the company; by a
univernity research group, a public agency, or a private group; or by ITINTEC itself as agent-eontractor for the
R&D. Approved projects could be financed with the firm's 2 percent of net income up to a maximum of five
years. Only if. company decided not to invest in R&D, or if its proposals were not approved by ITINTEC,
would it be required to pay its 2 percent to the government. The fund was created, and 80 proposals were
funded during the first year ofITINTEC's operations. Unfortunately, the political situation in Peru led to a
deteriorated economic situation and interrupted the transfer of research findings into industrial production.

SIncentives could be used to encourage provincial government participation. For example, if a province did
not match central government funding, the level of central government funding for projects in that province
would be limited to the level of the provincial government support.

6 Much of the R&D development work in agricultural biotechnology will be local and specific to a particular
location. Funding for these local technology development efforts could be managed through a municip~

cooperative revolving account, with external technical assistance as needed from the national funding
mechanism, or a start-up grant.



marketplace. A systems approach to project management must therefore be implemented for
the program to operate both effectively and efficiently, and to maximize the number of
individual projects whose goals are successfully achieved. However, it is most likely that
researchers will lack the requisite project management skills at the onset of the program.
Thus, there should be provision for one or more consultants to operate pro~ect management
training sessions for all researchers participating in the program. The consultants would also
be accessible to all researchers throughout the program to help them resolve management
problems that might arise. In this way, researchers can be sensitized to the ongoing need for
planning, scheduling, and controlling. Goals must be met in accordance with time and cost
constraints. Projects that do not demonstrate sufficient progress within these constraints must
be terminated, but this will be minimized as researchers acquire project management skills.

Incentives for Businessmen and Researchers. Successful completion of research
projects will, of course, provide opportunities for businessmen to commercialize new or
improved products. There should be a mechanism by which those businesses successfully
commercializinb products can share the rewards with the researchers involved. This would
provide a strong incentive for the most talented researchers to participate in commercially
relevant research. Royalties would be paid to the researchers, either based on a small
percentage of sales of the pertinent product over a period of some years, or perhaps as a
percentage of cost savings resulting from research leading to a less costly manufacturing
process. Royalties would be shared between the researchers and their institutions. Apart
from the fmancial rewards, the application of a new or adapted technology deserves joint
recognition of both the businessman and the researcher. This could involve an annual
presentation of awards, with press coverage. In addition to acknowledgment of the roles of
these players, the ceremony would be an opportunity to highlight the program and its
successes, and to encourage others to seek their own success.

A.V THE BENEFITS OF A RESEARCH-AGRIBUSINESS PARTNERSHIP

The most important benefit of the proposed research-agribusiness parL'1ership is tha~ it
would create a strong linkage between research and business that would support effec:tive
technology transfer. The partnership would also focus part of the research establishment
specifically on identifying opportunities and solving problems in Pakistani agriculture. In
this program, Pakistani agribusiness could work actively with the excellent national research
capability to produce specific, practical improvements for agricultural production. The key
to producing more and better research findings that would be applied by agribusiness is
having agribusiness equally represented on the Applied Research Committee, where they
would be actively involved with scientists in setting priorities for research, selecting
proposals, and monitoring progress.

A second benefit of the partnership is direct access of agribusiness, through contacts
with and the experience of local scientists, to new technologies being developed abroad.
These technologies offer great opportunity to countries that have the national capability to
recognize innovations that will serve them well and avoid those that will not. Effective
recognition of innovations follows naturally when scientists are involved in regular
discussions on the needs and opportunities of business.



Transferring technology and applying research results to agriculture places new
demands on the relationships among research institutions, influences patterns of funding,. and
alters established goals and mechanisms. In other countries, these adjustments have proven
to be well worth the effort, as they have invigorated research and created a dynamic and
productive environment for agriculture. International competition in the twenty-first (;entury
will force the use and development of new technologies to improve the effi.ciency and quality
of agricultural production. The proposed partnership is a mechanism by which the
agricultural system can prepare for future opportunities in world markets.

The proposed partnership for technology transfer in agriculture would focus on
solving important agricultural problems, would use research funds and institutional structures
effectively, would train researchers in new scientific areas, and would efficiently transfer
technologies developed at home and abroad to progressive farmers and businessmen. In all
of these ways, it offers the potential to do no less than transform agriculture in Pakistan.
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS

Basic Definitions

There are several different types of Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs): Patents~

Trade Secrets; Copyright; and TIademarks. Of these, patents and trade secrets are most
relevant to Research-Agribusiness Linkages.

A patent is a temporary monopoly on the use, sale, and/or manufacturing rights to an
invention, which may be a product or a way to make or use a product. Because a patent is
granted by a government, it is limited to the jurisdiction of that government. That is, the
government of Pakistan can grant only a patent limited to Pakistan. There are over 140
independent governments that grant patents, each of which is limited to the territory over
which that government has jurisdiction. The patent monopoly is granted for a limited
number of years (sixteen in Pakistan, seventeen in the United States, up to twenty in many
other countries). It is a basic condition of its grant that the patent discloses how the
invention can be made. Thus, there is a fair exchange--in return for a temporary monopoly,
the patent owner must disclose to the public how the invention can be made! The patent
cannot be renewed, although some countries permit a patent to be extended for a few years
under special circumstances. The minimum requirement for obtaining a patent in most
countries is that (a) the invention is novel (has not been made by anyone before); (b) the
invention is not an obvious variation of something already known; and (c) that the applicant
for the patent is the inventor or has purchased Hle bvention from the inventor. A patent is
expensive to obtain.

A trade se::ret is very different from a patent. A trade secret can apply to any
knowledge used in a business that is not disclosed to the public. It can include an invention
that otherwise could be patented, but is far broader since it also may include business
information, such as where to obtain the best components needed to manufacture an
invention, techniques for manufacture, or even the most economical sources for components.
A trade secret is immortal-it will last forever, unless someone else learns about it. Once
someone else learns about it, a trade secret is no longer secret, and is lost. A trade secret
costs nothing to establish, but can be very expensive to maintain.

A copyrighJ cannot protect an invention, but rather the form in which an idea is
expressed. Copyright is obtained for books, music, sculpture and graphic arts, videotapes,
soundtapes and CDs, and computer software. It should not be confused with a patent.

A trademark is the name or symbol used by a manufacturer to indicate that it made a
product. It is not the name of the product itself. An example of a trademark is ·Coca
ColaIt, the product to which it relates is ·carbonated beverage."
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A product regis/raJlon is not related to a patent and is not an IPR at am A product
registra.tion is an indication that a regulato.ry agency has approved the sale of a product to the
public. Reasons for such registration are that a product is safe to use, or that it con£orms to
what it is labeled to be (correct contents, weight, and size), or that it has govemmenll
approval for the use claimed by the manufacturer. A registered product mayor may not be
patented.

WHERE DO INVENTIONS COl\1E FROM?

Inventions do not suddenly appear like a Djinn from out of the air. They arise
because a technical problem exists that requires a solution, and the invention is the solution
of this problem by the inventor. This easily can be shown by examining some patents, since
patents are excellent representatives of invention of their time.

[II] Patent Number:

[45) Date of Patent:Chen

Example. In the state of Georgia, U.S.A., there is a large lumber industry in which
bark and leaf residues are a waste product after the wood is cut.. Dr. Chia-Ming Che:n, a
professor at the University of Georgia, looked for a useful method of disposing of thils
agricultural waste. His invention, for which U.S. patent 4,469,858 was granted on 4
September 1984, was to convert the waste materials to phenol-aldehyde resins. The resins
were then used as adhesives for plywood, and also to form particle board from the chips of
wood produced when cutting trees into lumber. This invention was of great interest Ito a
large corporation.

United States Patent [19]

[54] TREE FOLIAGE EXTRAcrs AND THEIR
USE IN PHENOL-ALDEHYDE RESINS

6 Qaims. No Drawings

Tree foliage extracts. their extraction processes, and the
use ofsuch extnets in foimu~ting resins s.uitable for use
in plywood adhesives and lIS wood bonding agents.

4,201,699 5/1980 ":hen :sn/21
4,201,100 5/1980 Chen S23127
4,201.851 511980 Chen __ _ .._._.._ 528/1

OTHER PUBLICAnONS

"Studies on the use of Bark and Agriculture Rj~idue

Components in Phenolic Resins and Glue Mixes," Chen
Paper Delivered at the 30th Annual Meeting of Forest
Products Research S<lciety. 1976,. Toronto, Canada.
"Organic Chemicals from Biomass'" Goldsteirli Ed.•
CRC Press, Boca Raton. Fla., pp. 249-280.
V. S. R. Das, et aI., "Biochemic:al Studies of the Fresh
and 9-Month Stored Pods of Groundnut (Arqchis
Hypcgaea L)'", Z. Pflanzenphysiol. Bd. 79:36l~-371.

(1976).

Primary Examiner-lohn Kight. III
Assistant Examiner-Nathan M. Nutter
Attorney. Agent. or Firm-Mark A. Greenfield; Jean A.
Buttmi

ABSTRACf{57]

Inventor: Chia·Ming Olen, 205 Dove Valley
Dr., Athens, Ga. 30606

AppI. No.: 305.904

Filed: Sep. 25, 1981

Related U.s. Application Data

Division orSer. No. 126.982. Mar. 3, 1980. abandoned.

Int. 0.) •......•....•.....•... C08G 83/00; C08L 61/06;
COSL 61/10; C08L 61/14

U.s. a. _.. 528/129j 528/1;
527/105; 260/124 R; 260/112 G; 428/528;

428/529
Field of Search 260/112 G, 124;

527/105; 528/1, 129; 428/528, 529

References Cited

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

2.782,241 U19S7 Grty et at ..__._ 260/124 R
3.062,783 11/1962 Gray et aI. __ 260/124 R
4,0$2,903 <4/1978 Chow _ _ •. 523/27
4,098,765 111978 Kays et al 528/1
4.200.213 4/1980 Chen ._ _ 260/1 12 R

(58]

[56j

[62]

[51)

[52)

[21]
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MECHANISMS FOR TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

One of Lie most important practical problems in tran~ferring technology is finding a
mechanism or "tool" which the originator of the technology can use to transfer it to a
recipient. The simplest mechanism is publication of the information. While this is an
effective method between colleagues in the same profession (such as by using professional
journals), it has proven to be remarkably poor where the transfer is between different groups,
such as research to business. business to government, or even business to business. Why is
this? Perhaps the answer is that we place more value upon something that must be pUfchased
than upon something given without cost. Perhaps the answer is that when technology is
given without cost, the originator may consider that any gift should be appreciated by the
recipient and that the originator should not have to make further effort to ensure that the
recipient can use the technology. The reason really does not concern us. The fact is that
simple publication usually does not act to transfer technology.

Fortunately, technology has a value which can be expressed in money--one of the
values in thinking in terms of the monetary value of technology is that it gives an objective
and universal measure by which the technology can be evaluated. This is true regardless of
who is the recipient and who is the originator. The most convenient vehicle for making such
a transfer, and one which is objective and independent of self-interest, is Intellectual Property
Rights (lPR).

For the researcher, IPR transfer can be a means to obtain additional funding. For the
recipient, IPR transfer can be a means to improve competitive position or solve a
technological problem. The problem with this simple solution is that unless the IPR exists in
a protectable form (such as patents and trade secrets), the transfer cannot take place.

PROTECTION OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS IN PAKISTAN

Unfortunately, at the present time, the law protecting patents and trade secrets in
Pakistan is not adequate to serve as the mechanism for technology transfer. One can review
the law itself, as well as read the "Issue Paper on Intellectual Property Rights in Pakistan It by
Amir Saleem published by the Pakistan Agricultural Research Council (1994) to understand
this.

Trade Secret Law. This can best be described as nonexistent in Pakistan. In a 1990
private communication, a Pakistani attorney-at-law specializing in Intellectual Property Law
stated:

MThere is no law in Pakistan, as in western countries, to protect Trade
Secret(s) against theft and the use of a technology Trade Secret by the
misappropriator. However, criminal prosecution can be instituted in a
Criminal Court as misappropriation is a criminal offense under section 403 of
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the Penal Code. This will depend on the nature (of the) evidence.
Commencing any proceedings in criminal courts here is not advisable.... Law
delays in this part of the world are not only notorious but also proverbial. If
one files a suit in the high court for infringement an%r passing off, it takes
sometimes more than 10 years for final disposal. "

Trade secrets are thus an extremely important part of IPR, but are not protected in Pakistan"

Patent Law. Pakistan is still using the British India Patents and Designs Act of
1911, with only minor modifications. It is not suitable for the patenting of modem
technology, and has long since been replaced with a new patent act in Great Britain, the
country of its origin. Furthermore, Pakistan has not signed certain almost worldwide patent
treaties, as the result of which Pakistani citizens are deprived of distinct benefits if they wish
to file patents in other countries.

This might have been acceptable in the past, when it was considered that patents
would benefit foreigners but not the ciuzens of Pakistan. If this was ever true, it is true no
longer. Pakistan, unlike many other still developing countries, has a large number of wen
trained scientists, working in advanced areas of technology. Such Pakistani scientists are
being denied the opportunity to start Pakistani technology companies in cooperation with
Pakistani business. Foreign companies are not willing to invest in joint Pakistani-foreign
technology companies because the patent/trade secret mechanism for technology transfer is
not available to them. As a result, these companies invest in other countries, such as
Singapore, which gains not only increased exports and jobs) but also a larger population of
technical and business people from whom future companies will arise.

RECO:M.MENDATIONS FOR CHANGES IN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW

Pakistan has now reached the point where its approach to Intellectual Property Law,
understandably designed to prevent exploitation of its citizens by f()feign companies, is
preventing those same citizens from achieving the economic rewards resulting from their own
innovations.

It is difficult to recommend short-term changes in this area, since such changes
require not only the passage of updated intellectual property laws, (such as a modem Patent
Law) but also the establishment of effective enforcement mechanisms where they do not
already exist (such as a trade secret law).

As an interim measure, in the absence of any Pakistani law preventing the export of
technology, one might consider the initial filing of a patent application by a Pakistani
inventor in a country that both has an adequate patent law and also belongs to important
international conventions such as the Patent Cooperation Treaty. This will afford the least
expensive opportunity for a Pakistani invention to be protected in the various world markets
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in which it would most likely be sold. Once so protected, royalty payments by a f()xdgn
producer to the Pakistani patent owner, or the sale of products protected by patents in OIher
countries, could result in a worldwide income flow into Pakistan.

For the long term. it is clear that the Pakistani Patent Law must be modcmiJ!.'cd. and
made enforr,eable. and a trade secret law enacted··this wouid be more appropriate for a,
country with the potential for innovation shown by Pakistani scientists, engineers, and
technicians. Furthermore. economic development in Pakistan has advanced sufficiently to
justify adherence to international intellectual property conventions. Pakistan has ;advanced no
the point where Pakistani technology innova~ors must have the opportunity to achieve nhl~

economic rewards they deserve.
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